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Abstract

Background: The advances in assistive technologies will go a long way towards

restoring the mobility of paralyzed and/or amputated limbs. In this paper, we

propose a system that adopts the brain-computer interface (BCI) technology to

control prosthetic fingers by thoughts. To predict the movements of each finger,

a complex EEG signal processing algorithms should be applied in order to remove

the outliers, to extract feature, to discriminate between the fingers and to control

prosthesis’s finger. The proposed method discriminates between the five human

fingers. So a multi-classification problem based on ensemble of one class-classifier

is applied where each classifier predicts the intention to move one finger. At the

end, an adapted machine learning strategy is proposed to predict movements of

multiple fingers at the same time.

Results: The sensitive regions of the brain related to finger movements are

identified and located. The proposed EEG signal processing chain, based on

ensemble of one class-classifier, reach a classification accuracy of 81% for five

subjects according to the online approach. Unlike most of the existing prototypes

that allow to control only one single finger and to perform only one movement at

a time by the dedicated finger, our proposed system will enable multiple fingers

to perform movements simultaneously. Despite that the proposed system

classifies a five tasks, the obtained accuracy is too high compared to a binary

classification system.

Conclusion: The proposed system contributes to the advancement of a

prosthetic allowing people with severe disabilities to do the daily tasks easily.

Keywords: Brain-Computer Interface (BCI); Electroencephalography (EEG);

Motor imagery finger movements; Brain controlled prosthesis; Ensemble of

one-class classifiers
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1 Background

Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI), are a new type of Human Computer Interaction

(HCI) [1], and they have the potential to improve the way people with disabili-

ties control and interact with their applications [2, 3]. BCI aim to assist people,

with severe disabilities, by creating an alternative path of environmental commu-

nication and interaction [4]. BCI are a form of communication between the hu-

man brain and a computer. Brain activity leads to changes in electrophysiological

signals like the Electroencephalogram (EEG), Magnetoencephalography (MEG),

Electrocorticogram (ECoG), Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) and

Electromyography (EMG). A BCI system uses these metrics and translates them

into artificial control commands in real time.

In 2006, the United Nations (UN) adopted a ”Convention on the Rights of Persons

with Disabilities” (UNCPRD) that recognizes autonomy and independence of living

as basic human rights [5]. In line with this treaty, the system proposed here aims

to restore finger mobility in people with severe disabilities. Many people lack the

ability to use their fingers including those with amputated fingers and/or hands and

those with diseases that impair the neuromuscular channels such as amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis (ALS), spinal cord injury and cerebral palsy, etc. Given that such

people encounter difficulties when using their arms in general, the system we outline

here intends to utilize BCI technology and develop a brain-controlled system that

analyses and decodes EEG signals, in order to restore finger movements. This would

contribute to the development of brain-controlled next generation prosthesis which

would enable people with disabilities to regain the mobility of their fingers.

Existing prosthetics are electric or mechanical, which are controlled using inten-

tional motor activity to restore the mobility of the amputated part. For instance,

a prosthetic hand can be controlled with a shoulder using a harness [6, 7]. Electric

prosthetics are controlled using the residual activity of nerves or muscles in the ex-

tremity of the amputated area. All available prosthetic arms/fingers are inefficient

and unusable for individuals who are completely paralyzed. The primary goal of

this project was to design and implement a classification strategy to predict finger

movements using EEG signals. This would help in developing the next generation

of prosthesis.
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Several BCI based approaches, techniques, and algorithms have been developed to

detect hand movements. However, very few have investigated finger movement. De-

coding finger movement using EEG signals may lead to novel, reliable and efficient

prosthesis. The following steps were used for decoding: filtering, feature extraction,

and classification. The system is based on recording and analyzing EEG activity

and recognizing EEG patterns associated with specific brain activity; i.e. matching

the EEG data (trial) and classes corresponding to a mental task representing the

movement of an imaginary thump, index, middle, ring and pinky fingers [8]. In order

to control the prosthesis, the user had to produce 5 different brain activity patterns

related to one of the five fingers. Next, the acquired signal was processed using ded-

icated signal processing components to decode the activity into commands enabling

the artificial actuator to control the corresponding finger. However, discrimination

of the finger movements is a complex task due to physiological and non-physiological

artifacts in the EEG signals [9]. Furthermore, such applications require an advanced

classification strategy to resolve multi-class classification problems. Therefore, it is

mandatory to remove all artifacts carefully and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio

and apply the appropriate classification strategy to discriminate between different

tasks with a high degree of accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, existing pros-

thetics are reviewed and classified according to the method of control. In Section 5,

the methodology is presented and the EEG signal acquisition and signal processing

chain are described. Section 3 experimental results are presented. Finally, Section

4 concludes the paper and indicates future work.

2 Related Work

EEG as a general method for the investigation of human brain function includes

ways of determining the reaction of the brain to stimuli or thought. Research into

the detection, quantification, and physiological analysis of slight EEG changes which

are related to particular intentions has steadily grown in last decade. EEG changes

can be categorized into two main categories: event-related potentials (ERPs) and

spontaneous signals. ERPs such as SSVEPs (steady state visual evoked potentials)

and P300 are usually defined in the time domain as brain electrical activity that

is triggered by the occurrence of particular events or stimuli. The spontaneous
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signals are defined in time and frequency domains as brain activity that is triggered

by muscular contractions or by thinking about specific tasks. Generated rhythms,

which are known as sensory motor rhythms (SMR), appear in well-defined locations

as well as in specific frequency bands according to the organ responsible for muscle

contraction [10]. Brain activity is translated onto an artificial actuator after filtering,

extraction and classification.

Advances in BCI contribute to this technology, which provides an alternative

method of prosthetic control. In the literature, there are many studies which propose

a system to control prosthetics. These systems can be classified according to the

method of recording brain activity, i.e. EEG, MEG, ECoG ,fNIRS or EMG.

1 EEG based systems:

• In [11], Alazrai et al., proposed an EEG-based BCI system for decoding

finger movements including four thumb-related movements, namely the

thumb adduction, thumb abduction, thumb flexion, and thumb exten-

sion movements, and the flexion and extension movements of the index,

middle, ring, and little fingers. The proposed system predicts the corre-

sponding movement for each intention using Choi–Williams distribution

(CWD) and a two-layer classification framework (2LCF). The proposed

system validated on Eighteen healthy subjects according to the online

approach. The average classification accuracy value computed over the

four fingers across all subjects was 43.5%.

• Neuro-prosthesis, designed to recognizing five individual finger move-

ments, i.e., the thumb, index, middle, ring, and pinky, as proposed by

Khairul in [12]. The prosthesis is designed for patients with a paralyzed

hand and is controlled through motor imagery EEG signals. The pro-

posed system includes EEG filters, a common spatial pattern (CSP) to

extract features and four classifiers, i.e., random forest (RF), support

vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighborhood (kNN), and linear dis-

criminant analysis (LDA) to discriminate between trials. The maximum

average accuracy reached by these classifiers is about 54% despite that

the system is tested and validated according to the offline approach.

• Zied et al [13] proposed a prosthesis system which distinguished between

individual finger movements on one hand using EEG signals. The signal
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processing chain of the system was based on three deep learning algo-

rithm including a long short-term memory (LSTM), a spectrogram-based

convolutional neural network model (CNN), and a recurrent convolu-

tional neural network (RCNN). The proposed system was validated in

20 subjects with a mean accuracy of 77%.

• In [14], Lia et al., proposed a neuro-prosthesis controlled with EEG sig-

nals, including principal component analysis (PCA), Power Spectral Den-

sities (PSD) and support vector machine (SVM) with a Radial Basis Ker-

nel Function (RBF). The measured accuracy of the system was around

77% in ten subjects according to a five-fold-cross-validation approach.

2 MEG based systems:

• In [15], Yong et al. used MEG signals to differentiate between the five

finger movements. The classification method was based on a support

vector machine (SVM) with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. MEG

was used in this study on five healthy subjects. The accuracy of three

subjects varied between 78% to 90% where the average was 83%. For the

others two subjects, the obtained accuracy aren’t reported.

• In [16], Quandt et al., proposed an MEG-based BCI system for single

trial discrimination of individual finger movements on one hand. The

proposed system predicts the corresponding movement for each finger

movements (thumb, index, middle, little) using band-pass filter (BPF)

from 0.15 Hz to 128 Hz, spectrogram algorithm to extract features and

SVM to predict the class label of each trial. The average classification

accuracy computed over all subjects and fingers over all subjects was

reached 57%.

3 ECoG based systems:

• In [17], Xie et al. proposed a prosthesis system which distinguished be-

tween individual finger movements on one hand using ECoG signals.

The signal processing chain of the system was based on deep neural net-

works consisting of convolutional neural networks (CNN) and a special

kind of recurrent neural network (RNN) called long short-term memory

(LSTM). The proposed system was validated in three subjects with an

average accuracy of 49%.
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• In [18], Branco et al. designed and implemented a four complex hand

gestures decoding system allowing the restoration of finger movements

using customized micro-ECoGs signals. The proposed system included a

band-pass filter (BPF) from 0.15–134.4 Hz, Morlet wavelet dictionary as

a feature extraction algorithm and a spatiotemporal template matching

correlation (STMC) with a leave-one-out cross-validation scheme for clas-

sification. The measured mean accuracy among five subjects was 85%.

• Multichannel ECoG of individual finger movements was proposed in [19].

The system included a filter unit, common spatial patterns (CSP) and

SVM. In order to deal with the multi-class problem, 15 classifiers were

used, 10 of them were from all-versus-all classes, the other 5 were from

the correlated groups against each other, i.e. the thumb and index against

the rest of the fingers and so on. The system achieved an accuracy rate

of 86.3%.

4 fNIRS based systems:

• A fNIRS system for decoding fingers flexion and extension was presented

in[20] where the brain activity of three subjects moving the fingers on

their right-hand (flex and extend the fingers and thumb) were measured.

The filtering and feature extraction were not implemented due to the

small size of the captured signals. An SVM classifier was used and only

oxy-hemoglobin signals were considered during the classification. The

measured accuracy according to a 10-fold-cross-validation was 62%.

5 EMG based systems:

• In [21], Soltanmoradi et al, designed and created a robotic arm controlled

through EMG signals related to the Index flexion and Index-Thumb. The

proposed system used wavelet coefficient, auto-regressive, zero-crossing

and SVM. The output of the classifier was used as an input for controlling

the Tabriz-Puma robot by capturing the index flexion for the direction

and the speed of the motor for the first link and Index-Thump movements

for the second link to turn right or left. The highest accuracy out of all

the extracted features was 76%.

Table 1 summarizes most of the existing systems for finger movement where most

studies are focused on moving just one finger. In this paper, we propose to acquire
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EEG signals that correspond to different motor imagery tasks and translate them

into movements of a prosthetic limb. Different movements are considered in this

proposal including five tasks such as thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky.

Table 1 Literature Review Comparison

Studies Brain signals Number of fingers Signal processing chain Accuracy (%)

[11] EEG 4 CWD & 2LCF 43.5

[12] EEG 5 RF & LDA & SVM & KNN 54

[13] EEG 5 LSTM & CNN & RCNN 77

[14] EEG 5 PCA & PSD & SVM 77

[15] MEG 5 SVM 83

[16] MEG 5 BPF & spectrogram & SVM 57

[17] ECOG 5 CNN & RNN & LSTM 49

[18] ECoG 4 BPF & Morlet wavelet dictionary& STMC 85

[19] ECoG 5 CSP & SVM 86.30

[20] fNIRS 2 SVM 62.05

[21] EMG 1 Wavelet & auto-regressive & SVM 76

3 Results

The main objectives in this section is to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed

method in discriminating between the five finger movements using the user’s inten-

tion. To this end, the recording trials were applied directly to the signal processing

chain without the application of the proposed channel selection algorithm and the

filtering technique. In this first approach, the EEG features are extracted using

a CSP spatial filter and LDA while maintaining the same data partition as pre-

sented in Algorithm 1. The system accuracy fluctuates between subject from 52%

to 60%, with an average of 57%. This system accuracy is poor, which makes the

system unusable. By keeping the same techniques and integrating the channel selec-

tion method, the number of channel used during the acquisition are minimized by

identifying the relevant channels and removing the others. Figure 1 represents the

identified relevant electrodes for each finger in all subjects. As depicted in Figure 1,

despite that we used 64 channels during the acquisition process, more than 70% of

the channels were removed as they didn’t contain useful information. Furthermore,

the most active channels were located in the left hemisphere and in the center of

the cortex because the scope of this study was right-hand-finger movements.

The integration of the channel selection and artifacts removal algorithms with the

same feature extraction and classification algorithms enhanced the system accuracy

significantly, by more than 20% for each subject. The system accuracy obtained

overall was 81%. Table 2 presents the accuracy obtained for each subject. Despite

the system classifying five finger movements simultaneously, the measured accuracy
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Figure/Fig3a.png

(a) Common active

thumb channels

Figure/Fig3b.png

(b) Common active

index channels

Figure/Fig3c.png

(c) Common active

middle channels

Figure/Fig3d.png

(d) Common active

ring channels

Figure/Fig3e.png

(e) Common active

pinky channels

Figure 1 Relevant Channels for each finger

exceeded 83%, which exceeds all previous literature concerning EEG and fingers.

In fact, by using this approach, we are able to detect multiple finger movements

simultaneously, in addition to having high model accuracy.

Table 2 Subject’s accuracy (%)

Acc(±std)/si
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

Thump 80.35 ± 1.11 73.21 ± 2.22 75.86 ±0.5 69.64 ± 2.22 76.78 ± 0.5

Index 80.35 ± 1.11 85.45 ± 1.66 79.31 ±1.1 85.71± 1.66 83.92 ±1.66

Middle 83.92± 0.5 89.09 ±1.66 89.65 ±0.5 83.92 ± 2.22 76.78±1.66

Ring 85.71 ± 2.22 83.63 ± 2.22 84.48 ±0.5 72.72± 2.22 78.57±0.5

Pinky 87.50 ± 1.11 73.21 ± 2.22 85.96 ±1.1 78.18 ± 1.66 76.78±0.5

Average 83.56± 1.22 80.91± 1.99 83.52 ±0.74 78.03 ±1.99 78.56± 1.26

4 Discussion

The research was implemented using a relatively large amount of data instances,

the recording sessions will hopefully help other BCI researchers further improve on

this data. The starting prediction models on raw data ranged from 52% to 59%

and this was highly improved with intensive cleaning and a preprocessing phase.

Having an accuracy of 83% proves the quality of our approach. Our pre-processing

approach has shown high accuracy results by choosing the relevant channels after

comparing them with reference channels, which removed noise from the dataset by

excluding unimportant channels. By using this sequence of preprocessing along with

the feature extraction approach the prediction model will get a differentiable dataset

that can be classified using a machine learning model like LDA. The main advantage

of giving every finger its own classifier is allowing the models to predict multiple

finger movements at the same time, which has not been done or discussed in previous

work. Determining the angle of fingers flexion and distinguishing between different

finger movement extracted from both hands could be investigated in future work,
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along with improving on the accuracy, this could help disabled people to achieve

more independence in their daily lives.

Table 3 presents the accuracy obtained by the proposed system and the overall

results of existing methods, which are validated according to the online and of-

fline approach. The proposed system significantly improves system performance,

achieving an average system accuracy of 81% according to the online approach.

The proposed finger decoding system outperforms those of the previous studies,

e.g., the average accuracy herein increased by 4% compared to the best previous

system presented in [14]. Moreover, the proposed system significantly improves the

runtime using a robust and efficient algorithms, contrary to the method presented

in [14, 11, 12, 22].

Table 3 Comparison of the proposed method system with other EEG finger decoding systems.

Studies Validation approach Number of subjects Accuracy (%)

[22] Online 10 ≈62.5

[11] Online 18 43.5

[12] Offline 4 54

[13] Offline 20 77

[14] Online 11 77

Proposed method Online 5 81

5 Conclusion

This study aimed to develop a BCI system for disabled people who lack the use

of their limbs. The outcomes of this study may contribute to the development of a

next generation prosthesis, i.e. brain-controlled prosthetic arm. Such prosthesis are

an alternative method for disabled people to restore their mobility. We developed a

prediction method that consists of a set of one-class classifiers. The proposed method

achieved an accuracy of 83%. Existing EEG BCI systems decode only single finger

movements. We trained different models, e.g. SVM, Gaussian, Näıve Bayes, Linear

Regression, and LDA. LDA was the classifier which obtained the best results. The

system was trained and tested using data recorded from volunteers using a g.tec

g.HIamp 80 channel amplifier. These promising results can significantly increase the

control dimension of EEG-based BCI technologies and potentially facilitate their

developments with rich control signals to drive complex applications. Our future

work will target the detection of continuous finger movements.
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[scale=0.8]Figure/Fig1.pdf

Figure 2 General structure of the proposed system

6 Methods

Our methodology focuses on the requirements of a multi-class classification problem

for a successful BCI system that decodes finger movement using EEG brain activity

signals. Figure 2 presents the general structure of the proposed system. We started

by creating our own dataset using a g.HIamp from g.tec with an 80 channel ampli-

fier. To do this, volunteers were asked to randomly move their fingers. Every single

finger movement was considered as a single trial. EEG signals that corresponded

to subject’s trials were recorded during different sessions. Every trial was labeled

distinctively. Next, the recorded data was processed by removing the artifacts to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the EEG signals. The set of electrodes

used were sensitive to finger movements. Next, a Common Spatial Pattern (CSP)

algorithm was applied in order to reduce the size of the EEG signal and prepare

the features which represented finger movement and meaningful to the classification

stage, which was the last unit of the signal processing chain. Finally, an ensemble of

one-class classifiers was used to decode finger movement. Every one-class classifier

was trained to detect the movements of a given finger. To avoid over-fitting, every

classifier was trained on a portion of the data set and tested using another portion.

Accuracy measurement was used to determine the performance of every one-class

classifier.

6.1 Scenario Program

A Scenario program interface (SPI) was developed to guide the subjects during the

recording sessions. It displayed the instructions for the subjects on a screen. Figure

3.(a) depicts the main menu of the SPI and indicates the general information related

to each subject, the scenario mode, the ready duration, the flex duration, the waiting

duration, and the number of trials in each session. Once the EEG recording process

was launched, a specific state machine was followed; which was composed of three

phases:
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• Get ready phase (Figure 3.(b)): during this phase a random finger/limb move-

ment is selected and a corresponding animated picture ”gif file” is displayed

by the scenario program on the screen.

• Action phase (Figure 3.(c)): during this phase, the subject moves the selected

finger/limb.

• Rest phase (3.(d)): during this phase, the subject is in a rest state.

Figure/Fig2a.png

(a) Scenario Pro-

gram Main Menu

Figure/Fig2b.png

(b) Scenario Pro-

gram Get Ready

Figure/Fig2c.png

(c) Scenario Pro-

gram Action

Figure/Fig2d.png

(d) Scenario Pro-

gram Rest

Figure/Fig2e.png

(e) Scenario Pro-

gram Output

Report

Figure/Fig2f.png

(f) Scenario Pro-

gram Output Se-

quence

Figure 3 Print screen of the scenario program

The scenario program was designed and developed in a way that the duration of

every phase was generic. The duration of each recording sessions were as follows: 2

seconds for the get ready phase, 2 seconds for action phase and 2 seconds for the

rest phase. The defined scenario was repeated for every trial that had also been set

as a parameter in the program.

6.2 Recording data process

6.2.1 Experimental paradigm

The data used in this project was created locally and consisted of EEG signals

recorded from 5 KSU volunteers aged between 21 and 23 years. All subjects were

male and all of them were right-handed. Subjects sat on a comfortable chair and

their right arm was rested on a table to avoid muscle fatigue. We recorded EEG

signals from every subject in multiple sessions. In every session, the subjects were

asked to perform individual finger movements according to the automated SPI. The

subjects performed actions that corresponded to the movement of the five fingers;

all with their right hand. All movements started at a neutral position, with the hand

open, the lower arm extended to around 120 degrees and the thumb on the inner

side. During every trial, we requested the subjects to execute sustained movements.

For every finger, 180 trials were recorded during 3 to 4 different sessions.
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6.2.2 EEG signal acquisition

The EEG signals were recorded using a g.tec g.HIamp amplifier. The signals were

captured through 64 electrodes placed on the scalp according to the international

system localization 10-20. The sampling frequency of the signals was set to 256 Hz

and a filtering stage was applied using a band pass filter with a type ”Chebyshev”

in order to keep the frequency component between 1 Hz and 60 Hz.

6.2.3 Labeling signals

The recording process was done over four sessions in order to minimize subject

suffering, where each session was continuous and needed to be discretized into a

sequence of six seconds per trial. The first 20 seconds of each session were dis-

carded due to BCI amplifier initialization delay. The EEG signals were subdivided

into six second intervals where each epoch corresponded to one finger movement.

Each interval was labeled with a corresponding label from the scenario program.

This process was repeated for every session, we started concatenating the processed

sessions, which gave each subject a fully labeled signal.

6.3 EEG signal processing chain

6.3.1 Terminology and annotations

• An electrode (e) is an electrical conductor used to acquire brain signals. An

electrode (e) has 3 main characteristics:

– label: the name of the electrode.

– x and y coordinates which indicate the placement of the electrode on the

scalp.

• E is the set of electrodes (e) on a cap.

• A motor imagery (m), also called a motor imagery task, is a mental process

by which an individual simulates a given movement action.

• Ψ is a set of motor imagery tasks. The motor imagery tasks which we used

here are imaginary thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky fingers movements.

• A trial (t) was a set of brain signals recorded with a set of electrodes E during

a given motor imagery task m.

• θ is a set trials. θ= {ti}

• ς is the set of subjects from each of which a set of trials was recorded.

• Pow(e, t) is the power of the electrode e calculated from the trial t.
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• A rest, denoted r, is a set of brain signals recorded using a set of electrodes

E during a rest period. In this study it corresponds to the portion of a trial

recorded during the 0-1 s period of the trial.

• R is a set of rests.

• Pow(e,R) is defined as the average power of the electrode e during the distinct

rest periods of R, according to the expression:

Pow(e,R) =
1

‖R‖

∑
ri∈RPow(e, ri) (1)

• ERD/ERS(e, t) is defined as the percentage of power increase or decrease in

the electrode e during the trial t in relation to a reference period R, according

to the expression:

ERD ERS(e, t) =
Pow(e, t)− Pow(e,R)

Pow(e,R)
(2)

6.3.2 Artifacts removal

After labeling the EEG signals, a filter block was applied to remove artifacts and

keep just the frequency components related to the intention of finger movement.

These frequency components were often between 8 Hz and 30 Hz [23]. Thus, a

finite impulse response filter was applied with a 4th order allowing the removal of

frequency components outside the band while maintaining a zeros frequency phase

for the signal [24]. Subsequently, a common average reference technique was applied

allowing the average signal at all electrodes to be calculated and subtracted from

the EEG signal at every electrode for every time point. This step allows for the

discrimination between positive and negative peaks in the EEG signals and to find

signal sources in the noisy environment leading to an improvement in the signal-to-

noise ratio [25]. The EEG signals were converted and computed according to the

equation 3.

TCAR(n) = T (n)−
1

|E|

|E|∑

k=1

T (k) (3)

Where |E| is the total number of electrodes used during the recording process of

one trial T , and T (k) was the EEG signal at the electrode k. Unlike other systems,

the proposed method to integrate a channel selection block allowed for the selection

of the most relevant channel for each trial.
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6.3.3 Selection of relevant electrodes

After removing the artifacts, a novel channel selection method was proposed in

order to decrease the number of electrodes before training the proposed system.

These are the definitions for the trial selectors:

• σ: For a given motor imagery task mi, this selector returns the subset of trials

that have been recorded during mi. It is defined as following:

– σ : Ψ → P (θ)

– σ(mi) = {tj ∈ θ such that tj is recorded during the motor imagery task

mi}.

• δ : For a given subject si, this selector returns the subset of trials that have

been recorded during sessions of the subject si. It is defined as following:

– δ : ς → P (θ)

– δ(Si) = {tj ∈ θ such that tj is recorded during a session of the subject

Si}.

• φ: For a given subject si and a given motor imagery task mj this selector

returns the subset of trials that have been recorded during sessions for the

subject si while performing the motor imagery task mj . It is defined as fol-

lowing:

– φ : Ψ → P (θ)

– φ(si,mj) = δ(Si) ∩ σ(mj)

• τ : For a given subject si, a given motor imagery task mi and an electrode

ek this selector returns the subset of trials, that have been recorded during

sessions of the subject si while performing the motor imagery task mi and

where the change in power of the electrode ek is significant (exceeds or equals

the change in power in a reference electrode). It is defined as following:

– τ : ς ×Ψ× E → P (θ)

– τ(Si,mj , ek) = {tl ∈ φ(mi, sj) such that |ERD ERS(Ek, tl)| ≥

|ERD ERS(referenceelec, tl)|

The following function ρ calculates the probability of a significant change in power

of the electrode ek for the subject si while performing the motor imagery task mj .

• ρ : ς ×Ψ× E → [0, 1]

• ρ(si,mj , ek) =
‖τ(si,mj ,ek)‖
‖φ(si,mj)‖

• Let’s define the following electrodes selector ǫ. It returns the set of electrodes:
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– ǫ : ς ×Ψ → P (E)

– ǫ(si,mj) = {Ek ∈ E such that ρ(si,mj , ek) ≥ β threshold}

6.4 Feature Extraction

Once the outliers were removed from the EEG signals and the relevant electrodes

selected, features of the EEG signals were extracted using, the famous feature ex-

tracting method, common spatial pattern (CSP). The aim of this methods is to

extract and to keep significant activity or rhythm and eliminate all redundant EEG

signals. More theoretical details about the CSP are presented in [26]. This tech-

nique is applied in the context of two classes of problem. One-versus-rest approach

is applied in order to prepare the features related to each finger movement. These

features represent in reality the most significant energy at α and β bands; which are

the most likely to contain significant motor imagery information [23]. Furthermore,

the feature extraction method allows to offload the classifier work and facilitate

discrimination between classes.

6.5 Finger movements classification

The extracted features and the corresponding label were split into two sets where

one was assigned for the training session and the other for testing. The presented

results are measured according to a 5-fold cross validation approach. The training

set for each finger was concatenated with 20% of the other finger’s data, but for the

testing set, 50% of the other finger’s data was added. Each finger had its own clas-

sification model, where the signal was copied to each finger’s model and each model

classified if that signal belonged to a particular finger, this approach made moving

multiple fingers at the same time possible as each finger works independently. To

resume, Figure 1 resume the data set decomposition. Many classification models

were tested, e.g. SVM, Logistic Regression, Gaussian Naive Bayes, and LDA.
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Algorithm 1: Commented algorithm of basic steps of feature extraction and

classification problems

Data: θ(ǫ,Ψ)

Result: Acc: Classification accuracy

for si=1:ς do

for ψi=1:|Ψ| do

[Tr(ψi), Te(ψi)]= split(θ( ǫ, ψi ),5); ⊲ Split data using 5-fold cross

validation

for ψi=1:|Ψ| do

Tr(ψi)= concatenate(Tr(ψi),20% of Tr(ψi) ); ⊲ Concatenate training

data from different classes

Te(ψi)= concatenate(Te(ψi),50% of Te(ψi) ); ⊲ Concatenate test data

from different classes

̥tr=CSP(Tr); ⊲ Features extraction of the training session;

̥t=CSP(Te); ⊲ Features extraction of the test session;

Clp= Classifier algorithm(̥tr,Labels(θ)); ⊲ Extract classifiers parameters

Clp;

Acc= Classifier algorithm(̥te,Label(θ)); ⊲ Predict classes and compute

the system accuracy Acc;
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Figures

Figure 1

General structure of the proposed system

Figure 2

Print screen of the scenario program (a) Scenario Program Main Menu (b) Scenario Program Get Ready
(c) Scenario Program Action (d) Scenario Program Rest (e) Scenario Program Output Report (f) Scenario
Program Output Sequence



Figure 3

Relevant Channels for each  �nger a) Common active thumb channels b) Common active index channels
c) Common active middle channels d) Common active ring channels e) Common active pinky channels


